Abstract: Postharvest kiwifruit continues to ripen for a period until it reaches the optimal "eating ripe" stage. Without damaging the fruit, it is very difficult to identify the ripeness of postharvest kiwifruit by conventional means. In this study, an electronic nose (E-nose) with 10 metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) gas sensors was used to predict the ripeness of postharvest kiwifruit. Three different feature extraction methods (the max/min values, the difference values and the 70th s values) were employed to discriminate kiwifruit at different ripening times by linear discriminant analysis (LDA), and results showed that the 70th s values method had the best performance in discriminating kiwifruit at different ripening stages, obtaining a 100% original accuracy rate and a 99.4% cross-validation accuracy rate. Partial least squares regression (PLSR), support vector machine (SVM) and random forest (RF) were employed to build prediction models for overall ripeness, soluble solids content (SSC) and firmness. The regression results showed that the RF algorithm had the best performance in predicting the ripeness indexes of postharvest kiwifruit compared with PLSR and SVM, which illustrated that the E-nose data had high correlations with overall ripeness (training: R 2 = 0.9928; testing: R 2 = 0.9928), SSC (training: R 2 = 0.9749; testing: R 2 = 0.9143) and firmness (training: R 2 = 0.9814; testing: R 2 = 0.9290). This study demonstrated that E-nose could be a comprehensive approach to predict the ripeness of postharvest kiwifruit through aroma volatiles.
Introduction
Kiwifruit is one of the most valuable fruits because it is native to China and popular around the world. Commercially, it is usually harvested when it is considered mature, but not yet edible for consumers. The postharvest kiwifruit continues to ripen for a period until it is at the optimal "eating ripe" stage when the taste and flavor are the best, although soon thereafter it becomes overripe and unacceptable. It is very difficult to identify the ripeness of postharvest kiwifruit during ripening just by the external features, such as size, shape and color. Previous studies conducted on consumer acceptance have showed that the eating ripeness of kiwifruit is essentially correlated to the internal quality, which mainly refers to the soluble solids content (SSC) and firmness [1, 2] .
Traditional investigation on SSC mainly depends on chemical analytical methods, and firmness is usually measured by the M-T puncture test [3] , However, these methods are destructive, time-consuming and costly. Visible and near infrared spectroscopy (Vis/NIRS) is regarded as a fast and nondestructive technique, which have been used to predict the SSC and firmness of kiwifruit [4, 5] . However, the Vis/NIRS technique has limitations because it only acquires the spectral data from a The E-nose system was preheated for 1 h to reach a working temperature (above 200 • C) before detection and was cleaned by reference gas (clean air) after detection. Each kiwifruit was put into a glass beaker (500 mL) sealed with plastic cap for 1 h to ensure the volatile compounds which released from the kiwifruit to fill the beaker and to get equilibrium. To reduce the drift in MOS sensors, it was suggested that each sampling include an 80 s measurement process to get the stable signals and a 70 s cleaning process to normalize the sensors according to the preliminary experiment. The sample gas was pumped into the sensor chamber at a flow rate of 200 mL/min, and the signals per second were collected. All the E-nose detections were carried out at a temperature of 20 • C ± 0.5 • C and relative humidity of 70% ± 5 %. The typical response signals of E-nose system detecting from postharvest kiwifruit during the ripening period are shown in Figure 1 , where the X-axis represents the time and the Y-axis represents the sensor signals. The signals were expressed by G/G0, where G and G0 represented the conductivities of sensors in the sample gas and in the clean gas, respectively.
As shown in Figure 1a -c, the results demonstrated that S1, S2, S3, S5, S6 and S8 were relatively sensitive to the sample gas during the ripening period. The signals of the array (S1, S3 and S5) decreased from day 0 to day 7, as a result of the decrease in aromatic volatiles. However, the signals of the array (S2, S6 and S8) increased with the increment in ripening days, which may be caused by the increase in methane and alcohol [10] . It should be noted that the response of S2 was the most significant. The signals of S2 always increased to the maximum very rapidly and then remained stable at a relatively high level, but the maximum magnitude was significantly different between early and late ripening days. The results indicated that the E-nose system responded sensitively to the change in aroma volatiles from postharvest kiwifruit during the ripening period. There was a potential relationship between the signals of E-nose and the ripeness of kiwifruit. As shown in Figure 1a -c, the results demonstrated that S1, S2, S3, S5, S6 and S8 were relatively sensitive to the sample gas during the ripening period. The signals of the array (S1, S3 and S5) decreased from day 0 to day 7, as a result of the decrease in aromatic volatiles. However, the signals of the array (S2, S6 and S8) increased with the increment in ripening days, which may be caused by the increase in methane and alcohol [10] . It should be noted that the response of S2 was the most significant. The signals of S2 always increased to the maximum very rapidly and then remained stable at a relatively high level, but the maximum magnitude was significantly different between early and late ripening days. The results indicated that the E-nose system responded sensitively to the change in aroma volatiles from postharvest kiwifruit during the ripening period. There was a potential relationship between the signals of E-nose and the ripeness of kiwifruit.
Determination of SSC, Firmness and Overall Ripeness
The physical and chemical contents of postharvest kiwifruit change continuously during the ripening process [25] . In this study, two principal ripeness indexes of SSC and firmness were used to evaluate the sweetness and hardness of kiwifruit.
The firmness of kiwifruit was measured by M-T puncture test using the Universal Testing Machine (Instron 5543, Instron Corp., Norwood, MA, USA). A cylindrical probe with a diameter of 6 mm was inserted into the samples with a penetration depth of 8 mm at a speed of 20 mm/min. Each sample was punctured at three sites with 120° intervals along the equatorial plane, and the forcedistance (F-D) curve was acquired. Maximum force (the maximum value of each F-D curve) was determined as the firmness, which was used to evaluate the hardness of fruit [26] . The values at three sites were averaged to represent the global firmness for each sample.
The whole kiwifruit was squeezed into juice by a blender (DESIGNER 675, Blendtec, Orem, UT, USA) after the puncture test, and the juice was filtered through 4 layers of 120 mesh cotton in order to remove the solid particles. The SSC of juice was measured by a digital refractometer (PR-101α, Atago Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) to represent the sweetness for each sample.
The sweetness and hardness, which were considered as the most important sensory factors, were combined to evaluate the overall ripeness of kiwifruit. The sweetness was rated using a scale of 1-5 based on SSC, and the hardness was also rated using a 1-5 scale based on firmness. The overall ripeness was classified into three different ripening stages (unripe, mid-ripe and eating ripe) based on the total scale of SSC and firmness. The postharvest kiwifruit at eating ripe stage had the optimal overall ripeness when the sweetness and hardness reached the best eating condition. The evaluation criteria for overall ripeness are described as shown in Table 2 . 
The firmness of kiwifruit was measured by M-T puncture test using the Universal Testing Machine (Instron 5543, Instron Corp., Norwood, MA, USA). A cylindrical probe with a diameter of 6 mm was inserted into the samples with a penetration depth of 8 mm at a speed of 20 mm/min. Each sample was punctured at three sites with 120 • intervals along the equatorial plane, and the force-distance (F-D) curve was acquired. Maximum force (the maximum value of each F-D curve) was determined as the firmness, which was used to evaluate the hardness of fruit [26] . The values at three sites were averaged to represent the global firmness for each sample.
The sweetness and hardness, which were considered as the most important sensory factors, were combined to evaluate the overall ripeness of kiwifruit. The sweetness was rated using a scale of 1-5 based on SSC, and the hardness was also rated using a 1-5 scale based on firmness. The overall ripeness was classified into three different ripening stages (unripe, mid-ripe and eating ripe) based on the total scale of SSC and firmness. The postharvest kiwifruit at eating ripe stage had the optimal overall ripeness when the sweetness and hardness reached the best eating condition. The evaluation criteria for overall ripeness are described as shown in Table 2 . Previous research has revealed that different feature extraction methods for E-nose data might lead to different classification and prediction results [27, 28] . According to the analysis of E-nose response signals above, three different feature extraction methods were tested to discriminate the kiwifruit at different ripening times in this study. They were: (1) the max/min values, the maximum or the minimum values of each response curve; (2) the difference values, the difference between the maximum and minimum values of each response curve; and (3) the 70th s values, the 70th s values of each response curve. Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is a supervised algorithm to classify different objects by Fisher's linear discriminant based on linear or quadratic combination of labeled data [29] . Here, LDA was applied to visualize the discrimination performances based on the above three feature extraction methods.
Quantitative Regression Methods
The pattern recognition algorithms of partial least squares regression (PLSR), support vector machine (SVM) and random forests (RF) were applied to build robust prediction models. PLSR is a commonly used regression method which combines the advantages of principle component analysis (PCA) and multiple linear regression (MLR). It is usually used to build high-performance models when there are high linear correlations among the variables. SVM is a supervised learning algorithm, which performs well on problems with small samples of non-linear and high-dimensional data, just like the E-nose data in this study [30] . To obtain the best performance, the penalty parameter C and the kernel parameter γ should be optimized. RF is an ensemble learning method with a combination of tree predictors based on voting theory. Each tree predictor acts as a classifier to vote for one class and the final output is the class with the most votes in the forest [31] . Recent studies have proved its potential in analyzing the E-nose data for nuts [27] and fruit [32] .
Distribution of Data Sets and Assessment of Models
In this study, 20 replicates were conducted for each group, and there was a total of 160 samples for the E-nose data set. In the data modeling, the data set was divided into two subsets including the training set (120 samples) and the testing set (40 samples). The results of discrimination were visualized by the LDA plot, and the performance was evaluated by the discrimination accuracy rate. For quantitative prediction, the performances of PLSR, SVM and RF were evaluated by two parameters: square correlation coefficient (R 2 ) and root mean square error (RMSE). The larger R 2 and the lower RMSE indicated the better prediction performance.
The data processing method of LDA was performed by Statistical Product and Service Solutions v22.0 (International Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, USA). The PLSR method was performed by Minitab 17 (Minitab Inc., State College, PA, USA). LIBSVM [33] and the RF algorithms were run in MATLAB 2014b software (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA).
Results

Results of SSC, Firmness and Overall Ripeness Determination
SSC and firmness are two of the most important ripeness indexes for kiwifruit. Hence, these two indexes were measured daily after E-nose detection during the 8-day postharvest ripening period. Then the overall ripeness of kiwifruit was determined based on the evaluation criteria. The results of SSC, firmness and overall ripeness determination are presented in Tables 3 and 4.  Table 3 displays the average values (±standard deviation) of SSC and firmness with the change in ripening day. The results showed that SSC increased rapidly in the first five days, and then rose gradually to an optimal eating condition of 14%-18% [2] . It could be seen that the firmness had no obvious difference in the first four days, but sharply declined from day 4 to day 6. At the final ripening stage, the firmness declined to an optimal eating condition of 1-5 N [10] . In the ripening process, the postharvest kiwifruit became increasingly sweet and soft until it obtained an optimal eating ripe condition with favorable SSC and firmness. Table 4 displays the quantity of samples, average values (±standard deviation) of SSC and firmness with the change in ripening stage. Based on the evaluation criteria for overall ripeness, 79 and 41 samples of the kiwifruit were separately evaluated at the unripe and mid-ripe stage, and the rest of the 40 samples were at the eating ripe condition. An increase in SSC and a decline in firmness was easily recognized with the increment in overall ripeness. Average SSC and firmness of postharvest kiwifruit were 16.48% and 4.44 N, respectively, at the eating ripe stage. These kiwifruit had the optimal eating taste with regard to sweetness and hardness. 
Discrimination of Different Ripening Times of Kiwifruit Based on LDA
The leave-one-out method and cross-validation procedures were fused into LDA to analyze the E-nose data. A stepwise procedure was employed (variable to be included if F < 0.05, and variable to be removed if F > 0.10) for LDA variable selection, and Wilks' Lambda test was carried out to confirm which discriminant function was significant. The distribution of samples at different ripening times was visualized by LDA plots based on the three different feature extraction methods as shown in Figures 2 and 3 . 76.3% and LD2 = 13.6%) by the max/min values method. Most of the samples could be discriminated except for some individuals. Figure 2b shows that the first two discriminant functions explain 92.3% of the total variance of the E-nose data (LD1 = 77.9% and LD2 = 14.4%) by the difference values method. More points overlapped in the LDA plot especially among the samples before day 4. The samples from day 0 today 4 could hardly be discriminated by the difference values method. As shown in Figure 2c , 87.1% of the total variance could be explained by LD1 and LD2 based on the 70th s values method (LD1 = 73.6% and LD2 = 13.5%). It can be seen that the within-group distances of samples are shortened but overlaps can be still be observed between samples day 0, day 1 and day 2, as well as between day 4 and day 6. According to Figure 2 , the E-nose signals responded differently to the aroma volatiles from postharvest kiwifruit at different ripening days, however, the differences could not be totally discriminated, especially at the early days of the ripening process. Compared with the feature extraction methods of max/min and difference values, the 70th s values method performed best in discriminating the different ripening days of the postharvest kiwifruit. The results of LDA to discriminate the kiwifruit with different overall ripeness are presented in Figure 3 . The samples of postharvest kiwifruit were easily classified into three groups based on the overall ripeness, unripe, mid-ripe and eating ripe. Figure 3 showed that the sum of LD1 and LD2 could explain 100% of the variance by using the feature extraction methods of max/min, difference and 70th s values. From Figure 3a and Figure 3b , it was observed that all the samples at the unripe and mid-ripe stage could be clearly discriminated, but some points at the mid-ripe and eating ripe The results of LDA to discriminate the kiwifruit at different ripening days are presented in Figure 2 . This demonstrates that the samples could be discriminated overall but there were still some overlaps. Figure 2a shows that the sum of LD1 and LD2 explains 89.9% of the total variance (LD1 = 76.3% and LD2 = 13.6%) by the max/min values method. Most of the samples could be discriminated except for some individuals. Figure 2b shows that the first two discriminant functions explain 92.3% of the total variance of the E-nose data (LD1 = 77.9% and LD2 = 14.4%) by the difference values method. More points overlapped in the LDA plot especially among the samples before day 4. The samples from day 0 today 4 could hardly be discriminated by the difference values method. As shown in Figure 2c , 87.1% of the total variance could be explained by LD1 and LD2 based on the 70th s values method (LD1 = 73.6% and LD2 = 13.5%). It can be seen that the within-group distances of samples are shortened but overlaps can be still be observed between samples day 0, day 1 and day 2, as well as between day 4 and day 6. According to Figure 2 , the E-nose signals responded differently to the aroma volatiles from postharvest kiwifruit at different ripening days, however, the differences could not be totally discriminated, especially at the early days of the ripening process. Compared with the feature extraction methods of max/min and difference values, the 70th s values method performed best in discriminating the different ripening days of the postharvest kiwifruit.
The results of LDA to discriminate the kiwifruit with different overall ripeness are presented in Figure 3 . The samples of postharvest kiwifruit were easily classified into three groups based on the overall ripeness, unripe, mid-ripe and eating ripe. Figure 3 showed that the sum of LD1 and LD2 could explain 100% of the variance by using the feature extraction methods of max/min, difference and 70th s values. From Figure 3a ,b, it was observed that all the samples at the unripe and mid-ripe stage could be clearly discriminated, but some points at the mid-ripe and eating ripe stage overlapped in the max/min and difference values methods. The best discrimination results were obtained by the 70th s values method whereby all of the postharvest kiwifruit could be accurately discriminated, as shown in Figure 3c .
The discrimination accuracy rate was investigated to quantitatively evaluate the discrimination performances of the three different feature extraction methods. Results of the discrimination by LDA are presented in Table 5 . When grouped by ripening day, 93.1% of the samples in the original groups were successfully discriminated by the feature extraction method of 70th s values. After leave-one-out cross-validation calculations, 91.3% of the samples were successfully discriminated. Results of discrimination by the max/min values method showed that 93.1% of the samples from the original groups and 89.4% of the samples from the cross-validation groups were successfully discriminated. By using the difference values method, the original accuracy rate and cross-validation accuracy rate were 90.0% and 86.9%, respectively. In contrast, it was obvious that the discrimination accuracy rates were improved when samples were grouped by overall ripeness. The original accuracy rates were 100%, 98.8% and 98.8%, and the cross-validation accuracy rates were 99.4%, 97.5% and 98.8% for the feature extraction methods of 70th s values, max/min values and difference values, respectively. From the perspective of the feature extraction method, the 70th s values method performed better than the max/min and difference values methods in discriminating samples by ripening day and by overall ripeness. The best results were obtained in discriminating samples with different overall ripeness by the 70th s values method where the original accuracy rate and cross-validation accuracy rate reached 100% and 99.4%, respectively. Therefore, samples were grouped by overall ripeness, and 70th s values were extracted as the features for further prediction analysis in this study. 
Regression Results Based on PLSR
PLSR is a method for multivariate statistical analysis that is suitable to solve the problems of prediction. Here, it was used to establish the correlations between E-nose data and ripeness indexes (overall ripeness, SSC and firmness). Figure 4a (1)-a(3) visualize the linear relationships between the predicted and actual values of overall ripeness, SSC and firmness, based on PLSR. We can see that overall ripeness, except for eating ripeness was well predicted. For SSC and firmness, the overall results were acceptable, but high deviations were observed in the low-level ranges. The evaluating parameters of R 2 and RMSE in training and testing sets are listed in Table 6 . The results showed a good correlation between E-nose data and overall ripeness (R 2 = 0.9341 in the training set, R 2 = 0.9430 in the testing set) but the performance of the PLSR model was unsatisfying in predicting SSC (R 2 was only about 0.8 in training and testing sets) and firmness (R 2 = 0.8848 in the training set, R 2 = 0.9014 in the testing set). The results indicated that the E-nose data had better correlations with overall ripeness than with SSC and firmness. The performance of the prediction model had to be improved, especially in predicting SSC and firmness. 
Regression Results based on SVM
In the approach of LIBSVM, radial basis function (RBF) was chosen as the core function and 5-fold cross-validation was applied. As LIBSVM is sensitive to the selection of penalty parameter C and kernel parameter γ, a grid search method was used to seek the best combination of C and γ with exponentially growing sequences of C and γ. Here, log2C and log2γ ranged from [−10, 10] at an interval of 0.5. Each combination of C and γ was checked by 5-fold cross-validation until the best cross-validation MSE (CVmse) was obtained. The search for grid points (log2C, log2γ) for the LIBSVM models is presented in Figure 5 . 
In the approach of LIBSVM, radial basis function (RBF) was chosen as the core function and 5-fold cross-validation was applied. As LIBSVM is sensitive to the selection of penalty parameter C and kernel parameter γ, a grid search method was used to seek the best combination of C and γ with exponentially growing sequences of C and γ. Here, log2C and log2γ ranged from [-10, 10] at an interval of 0.5. Each combination of C and γ was checked by 5-fold cross-validation until the best cross-validation MSE (CVmse) was obtained. The search for grid points (log2C, log2γ) for the LIBSVM models is presented in Figure 5 .
For overall ripeness, Figure 5a shows that CVmse reached the best of 0.0263 when the combination of C = 45.2548 and γ = 2 was searched. As shown in Figure 5 (b) and Figure 5c , the optimal combinations were searched to build the prediction models for SSC (C = 90.5097 and γ = 2) and firmness (C = 1024 and γ = 0.5). With these best combinations, the linear relationships between the predicted and actual values of ripeness indexes based on LIBSVM are visualized in Figure 4b (1), Figure 4b (2) and Figure 4b(3) , and the regression results based on LIBSVM are presented in Table 6 . The figures show that the performance of the prediction model based on LIBSVM was improved. Especially, a great improvement was achieved in predicting the eating ripeness and the low-level SSC and firmness. Results of the regression in Table 6 , confirmed the high correlation between E-nose data and overall ripeness (R 2 = 0.9921 in the training set, R 2 = 0.9790 in the testing set). Furthermore, the values of R 2 showed a noticeable improvement in predicting SSC (R 2 = 0.9235 in the training set, 
Regression Results Based on RF
RF is an ensemble of unpruned classification and regression trees (CART), and the trees are split to nodes by random subsets of variables. So, the main variables for the RF model are the number of decision trees (ntree) and the number of features (mtry) in each tree. The default mtry value is the square root of the total number of sensors, and the value here is 3 for the E-nose system. A performance experiment was conducted based on the number of decision trees from 2 to 100 at a 2 trees interval, and MSEs in training and testing sets were considered as evaluation parameters. The results of searching decision trees for the RF model are presented in Figure 6 .
For overall ripeness, as shown in Figure 6a , MSEs in training and testing sets were relatively For overall ripeness, Figure 5a shows that CVmse reached the best of 0.0263 when the combination of C = 45.2548 and γ = 2 was searched. As shown in Figure 5b ,c, the optimal combinations were searched to build the prediction models for SSC (C = 90.5097 and γ = 2) and firmness (C = 1024 and γ = 0.5). With these best combinations, the linear relationships between the predicted and actual values of ripeness indexes based on LIBSVM are visualized in Figure 4b(1)-b(3) , and the regression results based on LIBSVM are presented in Table 6 . The figures show that the performance of the prediction model based on LIBSVM was improved. Especially, a great improvement was achieved in predicting the eating ripeness and the low-level SSC and firmness. Results of the regression in Table 6 , confirmed the high correlation between E-nose data and overall ripeness (R 2 = 0.9921 in the training set, R 2 = 0.9790 in the testing set). Furthermore, the values of R 2 showed a noticeable improvement in predicting SSC (R 2 = 0.9235 in the training set, R 2 = 0.8948 in the testing set) and firmness (R 2 = 0.9390 in the training set, R 2 = 0.9128 in the testing set) based on LIBSVM.
RF is an ensemble of unpruned classification and regression trees (CART), and the trees are split to nodes by random subsets of variables. So, the main variables for the RF model are the number of decision trees (n tree ) and the number of features (m try ) in each tree. The default m try value is the square root of the total number of sensors, and the value here is 3 for the E-nose system. A performance experiment was conducted based on the number of decision trees from 2 to 100 at a 2 trees interval, and MSEs in training and testing sets were considered as evaluation parameters. The results of searching decision trees for the RF model are presented in Figure 6 . 
For overall ripeness, as shown in Figure 6a , MSEs in training and testing sets were relatively high when ntree was smaller than 10. Then, the values fluctuated during the range of 10-40 for ntree. After ntree exceeded 40, the MSEs remained in a stable low-level condition of 0.03 in the training set and 0.005 in the testing set. A similar tendency could be observed in searching decision trees for the RF models for SSC and firmness as shown in Figure 6b and Figure 6c . Taking the prediction performance and computation time into consideration, the value of decision trees ntree was determined as 40 for modeling the RF network. The linear relationships between the predicted and actual values of ripeness indexes based on RF are visualized in Figure 4c (1), Figure 4c (2) and Figure  4c(3) , and the regression results based on RF are presented in Table 6 . More predicted values were located near the actual values, and deviations were further reduced based on RF, as shown in Figure  4 . Regression results based on RF were further improved in predicting all of the three ripeness indexes. Overall ripeness was perfectly predicted in the training set with R 2 = 0.9928 and in the testing set with R 2 = 0.9928. Large values of R 2 were also obtained in predicting SSC and firmness (R 2 > 0.97 in the training set, R 2 > 0.91 in the testing set). It could be seen that the prediction model based on RF had the best performance compared with the models based on PLSR and SVM. For overall ripeness, as shown in Figure 6a , MSEs in training and testing sets were relatively high when n tree was smaller than 10. Then, the values fluctuated during the range of 10-40 for n tree . After n tree exceeded 40, the MSEs remained in a stable low-level condition of 0.03 in the training set and 0.005 in the testing set. A similar tendency could be observed in searching decision trees for the RF models for SSC and firmness as shown in Figure 6b ,c. Taking the prediction performance and computation time into consideration, the value of decision trees n tree was determined as 40 for modeling the RF network. The linear relationships between the predicted and actual values of ripeness indexes based on RF are visualized in Figure 4c(1)-c(3) , and the regression results based on RF are presented in Table 6 . More predicted values were located near the actual values, and deviations were further reduced based on RF, as shown in Figure 4 . Regression results based on RF were further improved in predicting all of the three ripeness indexes. Overall ripeness was perfectly predicted in the training set with R 2 = 0.9928 and in the testing set with R 2 = 0.9928. Large values of R 2 were also obtained in predicting SSC and firmness (R 2 > 0.97 in the training set, R 2 > 0.91 in the testing set). It could be seen that the prediction model based on RF had the best performance compared with the models based on PLSR and SVM.
Discussion
This study explored the potential to predict the ripeness of postharvest kiwifruit using a MOS E-nose. Different feature extraction methods and different pattern recognition methods were combined to reach this goal. The results showed that the MOS E-nose could effectively discriminate the samples at different ripening stages and predict the overall ripeness, SSC and firmness.
An increase in SSC and a decrease in firmness could be observed as the number of ripening days increased. The changing pattern for SSC and firmness could be described as having three phases: a slow initial phase followed by a fast phase, and then, a final slow phase, which was similarly obtained by Burdon, et al. [34] . The fast phase usually lasts for four days and is associated with respiratory climacteric and ethylene production [35] . The duration of the initial and final slow phases depend on the harvest date and storage time. In this study, the first slow phase lasted for four days because the kiwifruit were harvested at an early maturity date. The ripeness only had a minor increase prior to harvest on the vine, which resulted in a longer first phase.
Results of LDA discrimination of kiwifruit at different ripening times showed that discrimination performance was improved when grouping samples by overall ripeness. The reason for this may be that the volatile compounds of postharvest kiwifruit were relatively stable in the initial days. After this period, more volatile compounds began to volatilize from the kiwifruit with the decline of firmness. So, the postharvest kiwifruit had distinguished aromas at different ripening stages, and these differences could be easily discriminated by overall ripeness, not by ripening day. The research conducted by Yi et al. [25] revealed by the use of GC-MS that ester and aldehyde headspace compounds were very different in the inedible and edible stages in the Hayward kiwifruit. This characteristic is an advantage in discriminating the optimal eating ripeness for postharvest kiwifruit by E-nose technology. Grouping fruit by overall ripeness was more reliable, and this method has also been adopted in studies on the banana [16] , mango [17] and peach [36] . Previously, Liu et al. [24] used a MOS E-nose system to detect the quality of kiwifruit and classified the samples at different storage days. Seven groups with 5 replicates were poorly classified, which is similar to the results presented in Figure 2 .
The feature extraction method of 70th s values performed better than the other two methods in discriminating kiwifruit samples. It seems the 70th s values may contain more combined information for the E-nose data, which are usually extracted as the features in previous research [27, 28] . However, the 70th s values had limitations in providing comprehensive information for E-nose data analysis. With the development of feature mining technology, new methods like genetic algorithms, evolutionary algorithms [37] and features fusion strategies [38] have been introduced for solving feature selection problems in E-nose applications. This is one of the most important research areas for E-nose applications in the future.
Quantitative predictions of the internal quality of kiwifruit by E-nose have not been reported before. In this study, overall ripeness, SSC and firmness were predicted by E-nose combined with different pattern recognition methods. Results demonstrated that the RF model showed an advantage in predicting overall ripeness, SSC and firmness, which means that the RF algorithm was able to extract useful information more effectively than PLSR and SVM in processing the E-nose data collected for kiwifruit volatiles. The advanced performance of the RF algorithm in applications of E-nose detection was also confirmed by Liu et al. [39] and Qiu et al. [40] . Compared with the previous studies by Vis/NIR spectroscopy [4] and dielectric spectroscopy [6] , the prediction of both SSC and firmness was improved by E-nose combined with RF.
The results of this study revealed the high correlations between E-nose signals and the internal quality of kiwifruit. It suggested that the E-nose technique combined with chemometrics, could be a new approach to predict the ripeness of postharvest kiwifruit. However, specific aroma volatiles of kiwifruit during ripening that may have significant influence on E-nose responses were still not identified. Future work could focus on the determination of these aroma volatiles by means of GC-MS. Based on this, more reliable E-nose systems will be developed according to the selection of highly sensitive gas sensors. Moreover, E-nose can be applied to detect the quality of kiwifruit during transportation and storage.
Conclusions
This study attempted to predict the ripeness of postharvest kiwifruit during ripening by a MOS electronic nose combined with chemometrics. After processing and analyzing the data based on different feature extraction methods and different pattern recognition methods, the following conclusions are drawn:
1.
The overall ripeness of postharvest kiwifruit was classified into three ripening stages (unripe, mid-ripe and eating ripe) based on the evaluation criteria. The average SSC and firmness of postharvest kiwifruit was 16.48% and 4.44 N, respectively, at the eating ripe stage.
2.
The LDA results based on three different feature extraction methods showed that the samples at different ripening times could be discriminated. The 70th s values method had the best performance in discriminating the samples with different overall ripeness with an original accuracy rate of 100% and a 99.4% cross-validation accuracy rate.
3.
The regression results based on different pattern recognition methods showed that the overall ripeness, SSC and firmness of postharvest kiwifruit could be well predicted. The RF algorithm had the best performance in predicting the three ripeness indexes with higher R 2 and lower RMSE compared with PLSR and SVM.
According to the above conclusions, the ripeness of postharvest kiwifruit was successfully predicted by the MOS E-nose system combined with chemometrics. Specifically, overall ripeness, SSC and firmness were well predicted by the E-nose date based on pattern recognition algorithms. The results illustrated that E-nose signals had high correlations with ripeness characteristics of postharvest kiwifruit. This study proved that aroma volatiles are comprehensive attributes for the ripeness of kiwifruit, which indicated that the E-nose technique could be an accurate and comprehensive approach to predict the ripeness of kiwifruit.
